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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiseion 
Region II 
Attn: Mr'. Jame P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30~32 

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

WAITS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - CORROSION ON IMACrOR PRESSURE VESSEL ?1-AR AND BUAD 0-RING GROOVES - UBRD-50-390/85-01 - FIN~AL- IMPORT 

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-01E Inspector A. Igiutonis on November 20, 1984l in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) as NCO V.206.. Enclosed is our final report. A several week delay of this submittal was discussed with Inspector S. Weise on December 10, 1984.  
If You have any questions, Plenas get In touch with R. H. Shell at PTS, 858
2688.  

Very truly yours, 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

J. W. Hufham, Maxager 

Enclosure Licensing and Regulations 
cc (Enclosure): 

Mir. Richard C. DeYoungo Director 
Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Records Center 
Institute of Nuolear Power Operations 
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 

JAD:RH3:ZM:LEJ 
cc (Enclosure): 

NtJC PR ARI5, 1520 CST2-C R. J. M~ullin, 1350 CUBB-C (2) J. W. Anderson, 255 SPS-K R. M. Pierce, 1014 ESTA-K V. T. Cottle, Watts Bar- J. A. Raulaton, Wl0C126 CwK H. N. Ct'lver, 2119A 148-K H. S. Sanger, Jr., 1E11833 C-K E. R. Ennis, Watts Bar H. B. Shymlock, Watts BAr-NRC 
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ENCLOSURE

1ITTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 
CORROSION ON REACTOR PRESSURE VESSL FLANGE AND HEIAD 0-RING GROOVES 

NCR W-M0-P 
WBRD-50-390/85-01 

10 CYR 50.55(e) 
FINAL IMPORT 

Description of Deficiency 

An inspection of the unit I reactor pressure vessel (RPV) flange and head 0ring grooves at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN), after hot functional testing,, Identified corrosion pitting in the 0-ring grooves. Corrosion products were also noted as deposits on the 0-ring surfaces. Since a thorough cleaning and inspection,, including wipe testing, Of the RMl sealing surfaces was performed before hot functional testing,, It was determined that the corrosion pitting occurred during-hot tbnctional testing.  

TVA has determined from a visual Inspection that the pitting occurred due to crevice corrosion in the crevices formed between the silver-plated 3041 stainless steel 0-ring and the 0-ring grooves in the stainless steel weld clad on the RPV and head flanges. In general, the corrosion pattern consists of pitting wicdh Is oriented circunferentially on only one side of the contact track established by deformation of the 0-ring. For the outboard 0ring, this 'as on the inside of the contact track and for the inboard 0-ring this occured on the outside of the contact track. This crevice-corrosione
Induced Pitting is intermitterit over 50 percent of the 0-ring groove circumnference. The depth of individual pits within the crevice corrosion was found to vary fro, less than 0.001- tc 0.0011-inah, but was 0.0,12-inch at one 
pit.  

TVA has determined the cause of the arevice/pitting corrosion to be halogen contamination by chlorides -wind fluorides. Chemical analyses ter halogens 
were made on numerous post-hot-functional swipe and flush tests. The resul -s of these tests on the 0-rings showed halogen contamination as high as 0.411541 millgrama per square decimeter (mg/din2). Similar tests on the RPW flange and head 0-ring grooves showed halogen contamination as high as 0.9 ng/din2. A flutsh of the 0-ring leak-off drain piping was made with one liter of demineralized water. A half-liter of the water was recovered and chloride and fluoride levels were found to be 2 parts per million (ppm) and 1 
ppin, r~sp~otiV,,lY.  

TVA considers the most likely source of the halogen contamination to be the 0-rings. The 0-rings were manufactured by tMagnateah of East Oranby, 
Connecticut, and were provided to TVA by Westinghouse of Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, under a TVA spare parts contract. IFagatech has-informed TVA that a fluoride containing proprietary etchant, Actane 85, was used on the 3041 stainless steel O-ring tubing before silver plating. Svipa and flush tests were not made on the 0-ring. before hot functional testing. However, 
swipe tests were made on the RPV flange and head 0-ring grooves bafore hot



functional testing and the results Were acceptable. TVA has also performed 
swipe and flush tests on spare Magnateah 0-rings for VD3N. The results Of those tests indicate halogen contamination levels on the spare 0-rings to exceed the Westinghouse class B cleanliness acoeptarnce criteria of a Wnimui 
of 0.0015 mg/dh 2 for halogen concentrations. A review of Westinghouse 
reactor vessel equipmeint specification 6761113 for the 0-rings indicates that 
no cleanliness acceptance criteria were specified.  

A factor whaich could have contributed to the problem was an inadvertent 
filling of the annulus area between the 0-rings with water before hot 
functional testing Oue to a pressurization 3? the reactor cf.%olant system (RCS) drain tank. This occurred before bringing the RCS 'Ao hot funational 
temperature. During this period, the halogen contamination from -the inside diameter (ID) of the inboard 0-ring as wall as from the outside diameter (OD) of both 0-rings could have leached out. There is also a possibility that some of the halogen contamination came from the !-ring leak-off drain piping.  

As the reactor vessel was brought up to temperat~re, evaporation and boiling of the water in the 0-ring annulus would havi occurred. During bhis dry out, water would probably have collected in the crevices and evaporated from therA last. As dry out proceeded, halogen impurities could have concentrated in the crevice formed between the silver plate and the stainless steel clad 
surfaoes. As crevice corrosion began, additional halogen impurity 
oorcentration could have occurred due to the well-known autocatalytic nature 

Of the PeOcess.  

Safety Imlications 

I- Itleft uncorrected , the corrosion pitting could possibly lead to lea~kage of RCS inventory fr'im the RflV. ThusB, this condition potentially could have an adverse affect on the at fe operation of the plant.  

Corrective Action 

TVA has authorized Westinghouse to precision grind (32 micro-inuhes root mean.  square (rms) of deviation from the mean surface finish) the unit 1 WPV flange and head 0-ring sealing grooves to remove the corrosion for those pits 0.0011inch deep or less. The one-pit which is 0.012-inch deep will be repaired by using an approved weld repair or cosmetic grind and blend procedure.* This will restore these surfaces to the original condition. Precision griading -depth and profile will be subject to acceptance by TVA based on Inspection of pits a~nd ground surfaces during the grinding process. A-ditionally, TVA has flu' hed the 0-ring leak-off piping with demineralized iiat-jr to reduce halogen cotiew trp~iowto within n=captabla 1.".Mit3 per TVA c as 33 8 01anlinU3a 
require'.%ts.  

To prevent recurrence of this deficiency, TVA will incl'i~e appropriate 
lole-nliness specifloition3i on all trutura procurement tontractr. for replacement 0-rings. irV 0-rings wh~ich are currently onf-sits will b.A tested using a pleait-approved work instruation to domonstrate appropriate 

eeanlineus levels before installatti n on the WPV *Any 0-rings found to exhibit unacceptable halogen contaminaia on will be oleantd. Cleaning till-be accomplished by flushing the 0-ring interior with deal neralized water until



*the effluenit exhibits a leachable haoge concentration of less than 0.0015 gg/dm2 when n*Iralized to the Interior surface area of the 0-ring. A concentration or 0.00.5 mgdin2 is equivalent to the West inghouse acceptance arite-la for class 8 oieaillness per Vestingbouse process Specification (PS) 292722. The enerior 0-riBg surfaces will be wipe tested to assure that acoeptabe cleanliness; leel are not.  
Additiorally, proceduralJ modifications (procedure 791-8) will be mede to Nuard against possible contamination by assuring that O-ring leak-off piping Is drained befor RPV head installation. These procedural modifications will be accomplished by Janmuar 31, 1985. These actions are adequate to prevont recurrence of this deficiency.  

Repairs to the RW flan" and head 0-ring surfaces winl also be completed by February 15, 1985.
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